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and all that has come into being to its inseparable power Mdyd; tins
[s implied in the intelligent guidance (sattd spJioorti) mider wliiclx
alone it is said that Mdyd can act.1
4. What happens in this process is the gradual and progressive
elimination of the notion of Nature being related to Intelligence as
the effect of a cause.2
This is exactly what the Advaita teaches in its nivritti path..3 When
man abandons the outward path and begins to see within himself,
he realises, or at all events he is on the way to realise, the truth that
All is One in an Eternal Now, without any of the limitations and
relations of externality, which oppressed him in the outer world of
fmitude.4  He begins to understand that, though he cannot explain
Jiew the world has come into being, it can. have no existence and no
meaning independent of Brahma, since the individual itself is Brahna
and the world itself is based on. it, is for it and within it.5 The differen-
tiations and distinctions, which he used to make in this world of finitudQ
as being external to himself, begin to lose6 their significance for him.
5. t& The picture of a pure self-consciousness regarding tilings frozii
the highest standpoint, finding itself in its objects, and no longer
troubled by any distinction between the object world and itself, because
it has got rid of all the abstractions of lower standpoints—such a pic-
ture we cannot present to ourselves, because we are compelled to view
the universe from the standpoint of the particular individual. But by
reflection we may get towards the grasp of the concrete truth th.a,t
this is the final conception of the Self, the real foundation and
meaning of experience, and that it is really actualised in. experience."7
For the Advaita view on. this subject see p. 61 supra. It asserts
that Atman (Self) and that alone is the ultimate Eeality, and nothing
independent of it is.
6. That Keality is Mind. There is only one Eeason, one Mind;
and Mind, as finite, has not a real existence.s
1 Sec Ved. Sufcr. II, 2, 2, and Shankar's   c Ved. Sutr. 11, 1, 14; and SIiankar'd
Cloys, S. B. E. Vol. 34, p. 369.           Gloss, S. B. E. Vol. 34, p. 322.
2 Hegel; see ILddane's " Pathway,"   6 They vanish, says  J. Caird hi
I, 112.                               "Spinoza," pp. 291-2.
3 Mand. Up. II, 32; IV, 22,   ; and     Haldane's 'Pathway/I, 112.
ShanWs Gloss thereon,                 a Hegel; see Haldaae's ( •Pathway,';
4 See pp. 33 and 34 supra.             II, 101.

